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Order to the
Universe:
A PsychologicalAnthropological
Analysis of the
Practice of Mayan
Bloodletting and
its Association
with the Bat God,
Camazutz
EOGHAIN HAMILTON

past few years, I have focused this interest both
through analysis of texts, fieldwork trips to Mexico in 2019 and Guatemala in 2020, and local fieldwork among Mayan descendants living in the New
Bedford area. I have been particularly fascinated
by the ritual practice of bloodletting among the
ancient Maya, and the thought processes that underlie this ritual. This article is the result of a twoyear research effort, in which I have drawn from
a number of intersecting areas of anthropological
thought. These include folklore, Mayan archaeology, and psychological anthropology. Folklorists
Martha Sims and Martine Stephens, in their work,
Living Folklore: An Introduction to the Study of
People and Traditions, indicate that folk groups
form through the features of proximity, necessity,
obligation, regular interactions and shared interests (2011, 30). Archaeologists Coe and Houston,
in their work, The Maya (2015), inform us about
who the Classic Maya were. According to Coe and
Houston, the Classic Maya were the peoples who
inhabited what is today Southern Mexico, Guatemala, Belize, and Northern Honduras, between 250

A

Introduction

and 900 CE (9). Through the identifying features of

s a student of Mayan folklore, I have

geographic proximity, the necessity of trade and a

long been fascinated by what anthro-

shared religio-cultural worldview—what I believe

pologists call the “worldview” of the

reflect common interests across the region—the

Classic Maya, (that is the sum of ideas which an

Classic Maya share folk group characteristics on a

individual within a group and/or that group have

societal level. Within Classic Mayan society, there

of the universe in and around them). Over the

were many kinds of folk groups—family life, the
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revered ballgame1, artisans, craft production and

important enough and indeed unusual enough to

sophisticated arts, and, the topic of this paper, re-

form the subject of this exploration. She is unusual

ligious practices that intersected what folklorists

because she is a rare example of female bloodlet-

call formal, authoritative culture and the every-

ting depicted in Mayan carving of ancient times. In

day life of the people—the folk. For the purpos-

their article, “Lady Xoc: An Aristocratic Woman in

es of this paper, I examine the Maya on a societal

Maya Politics”, Dunn and Mitchell (2014) inform

level, focusing on the religio-cultural practice of

us that “Lady Xoc is the daughter of noble fami-

bloodletting, its implementation among the elite,

lies. She married Yaxchillan’s crown prince, Shield

and its percolation into everyday life. I begin with

Jaguar. She was also her husband’s cousin and the

the premise that the practice of ritual bloodletting

marriage gave her husband Itzamnaaj Balam II or

became widespread and integrated into Classic

Shield Jaguar the support of powerful elite families

Mayan life, because it connected royalty and com-

within the realm” (224). My interpretation, there-

moners (the folk) through their shared mythology,

fore, includes some feminist methodology and

which had a profound psychological impact. The

analysis in its exploration of women’s roles and so-

evidence for the practice is widespread and can

cial hierarchies, but is by no means an exhaustive

be found in the Spanish codices (the Codex Tell-

analysis. Instead, it is an attempt to point out the

eriano-Renensis, the Codex Magliabecchiano and

complex and intersecting features of bloodletting

the Codex Zouche-Nutall, etc.); in Maya blood-

practices, social stratification, and gendered social

letting spoons found at various archaeological

roles to demonstrate that folk practices are shaped

sites; and the Yaxchilan reliefs, such as Lintel 17

by formal, authoritative culture.

and Lintel 25. Later in the article, I focus on one

In this analysis, I will examine Lady Xoc’s

artifact, the lintel of Lady Xoc at Yaxchilán as a

act of auto-sacrifice through the psychoanalytical

subject for the psychological interpretation of the

lens of Freud and Jung. Both Freud and Jung of-

practice of bloodletting. I have chosen this artifact

fered what they claimed were universal theories

because it is a powerful example from the wide-

that applied to the human psyche cross-culturally.

spread historical and archaeological evidence that

Freud’s and Jung’s theories depended on the idea

exists for the practice of bloodletting. Lady Xoc’s

of a universal psychic unity of humanity that, in

overall life, her important social status, the striking

turn, was rooted in the prevailing anthropological

representation of her on the lintel, and the back-

theory of the late 19th-century, cultural evolution.

ground information on her family origins make her

This theory ranked human thought on a scale from
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savage or primitive to civilized. However, it should

theories of Victor Turner. For the most part,

be noted that Freud’s and Jung’s theories were not

though, anthropologists who drew on Freud

without criticism. Franz Boas, the central anthro-

and/or Jung did so despite the linear evo-

pological figure leading the charge against cultural

lutionist line evident in the psychologists’

evolution, critiqued Freud. According to Kenny,

works. (85)

“In 1938, when Boas came to revise his The Mind

Following in this pathway established by

of Primitive Man, a work meant to undermine the

the early psychological anthropologists, I proceed

evolutionist conception of ‘primitive mentality’, he

with my analysis of the Mayan practice of ritual

singled out Freud’s Totem and taboo as an example

bloodletting and, in particular, the bloodletting act

of the evolutionist fallacy” (2015, 185). Kenny

of Lady Xoc. As readers will come to understand,

quotes Boas on Freud:

it is possible to combine the focus on cultural par-

Freud’s comparison of primitive culture

ticulars that Boas introduced to anthropology by

and the psychoanalytic interpretations of

exploring the complexity of Lady Xoc’s auto-sac-

European behavior seem to lack a scientiﬁc

rifice and the pan-human framework developed by

background. They appear to me as fancies in

Freud and Jung. That is what I attempt to do here.

which neither the aspect of primitive life nor

The Classic Maya were a people who did

that of civilized life is sustained by tangible

not separate everyday life from ritual. According

evidence. (Boas cited in Kenny 2015, 185)

to Coe and Houston, “Stories surrounded every-

Conversely, at the same time, Kenny also notes:

day activities, linked humans to larger primeval

Yet Boas, a few pages earlier, gave credit

events…humans existed within a larger set of ex-

to Freud for uncovering the importance of

pectations” (242). The virtuous person was: toj,

the inﬂuence of unconscious experiences. If

translates roughly as “straight” or “duty”. Those

the anthropology of Totem and taboo found

who did their toj or duty were often expected to

few convinced readers in anthropology, and

perform rituals. One of the most important rituals

theories such as the Oedipus complex fell

that tied the folk group together across hierarchies

foul of relativism…Freud would none the

of caste, gender, and other sociocultural divisions

less be inﬂuential in the development of an-

was bloodletting.

thropology, even on Boasian students such

In this article, I also suggest that there is a

as Margaret Mead. Jung, too, would have

case for an exploration of the psychological asso-

an impact, particularly on the inﬂuential

ciation of the Mayan Bat God, Camazutz with the
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Mayan ritual of bloodletting and belief in blood

have contact with each other and share common

sacrifice. Sims and Stephens inform us that “folk-

languages” (Shiseri-Strater and Sunstein 2001, 3).

lorists study rituals because their complexity and

For the Classic Maya, organized into competing

dramatic qualities make them dense with meaning;

city states across the region, authoritative levels of

they are significant expressions of a group’s tradi-

culture manifested in Kingship (kuhul ajaw or the

tions, values and beliefs” (2011, 99), which helps

Holy Lords), who claimed kinship with the Gods

to sustain that group over time, reinforcing group

and followed a hereditary succession. The priest-

identity. Understanding the psychological forces at

hood, warriors, and social elites, while beneath

work behind this ritual practice provides the stu-

the kuhul ajaw (Schele and Freidel 1992, 58-59),

dent of folklore with a deeper insight into the Maya

nonetheless reflected royal status. Folk culture, by

of the Classic period. I wish to briefly note that the

contrast, was manifested in the social strata of the

practice of bloodletting existed both in the pre- and

everyday life of commoners, most of whom were

post-Classic Mayan and earlier Olmec periods;

farmers, traders, artisans, healers and the like. It is

however, for the purposes of this paper, I have cho-

critical to note at this point, that formal and infor-

sen to focus on the Classic period, the height of

mal spheres of culture overlap and intersect; peo-

Mayan civilization.

ples’ everyday personal and intimate customs per-

The Mayan ritual of bloodletting operated

vade even the most authoritative realms of culture,

on several levels. While bloodletting was not spe-

and those realms reach into the informal lives of

cific to the Maya—indeed it was a characteristic

everyday peoples, shaping their customs, beliefs

they inherited from the earlier Olmecs—these be-

and traditions (Sims and Stephens 2011). Blood-

haviors and ideas can still be interpreted through a

letting is a quintessential example of a ritual prac-

theoretical framework that focuses both on the dy-

tice that existed across the spheres of formal and

namic interplay between formal, authoritative cul-

informal culture—performed by elite royalty and

ture and informal, folk culture (Miller and Taube

incorporating everyday Mayans. I will argue in

1993, 46). As anthropological folklorists have not-

the unfolding pages that for both of these spheres,

ed2, culture is either formal (authoritative) or in-

psychological processes were critical in sustaining

formal (folk).3 Following Geertz and others of the

bloodletting.

interpretive school of anthropology, we can think
about culture as “an invisible web of behaviors,

Psychological Anthropology and the Ancient Maya

patterns, rules and rituals of a group of people who

Psychological anthropology is a subfield
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of cultural anthropology, focusing on the ways in

across Mesoamerican regions. Archaeologists have

which “cognition, emotion, and motivation are

described the organizational levels of the Maya as

shaped in sociocultural settings” (Reddish 2018).

city states since they displayed high levels of inte-

Its roots are in the intersection of psychoanalytic

gration (Coe and Houston, 100-101). For my pur-

theory, childhood development studies, and eth-

poses here, such integration indicated a high level

nography, and applies anthropological methods to

of shared regional culture that can be likened to a

topics that intersect with the discipline of psychol-

“national character”.

ogy such as the personality, identity, selfhood, de-

Sims and Stephens (2011) describe several

velopmental life stages, the unconscious, emotions,

approaches to interpreting folklore, including the

mental illness and the like. Psychological anthro-

functionalist, structuralist, and importantly for us

pologists seek to understand how these ideas are

here, the psychoanalytic approach. They suggest

embedded within cultural systems, drawing on both

that “powerful insights” can be gained with these

western and non-western epistemological systems.

psychoanalytical interpretations” (192). The au-

Sims and Stephens suggest that the psychoanalytic

thors describe the importance of this approach,

approach is valuable for the folklorist as it allows

explaining it as “the interpretation of symbolic

us to gain a deeper understanding of the “shared

meanings within texts that illuminate the shared

developmental and life experiences of all peoples”

development and life experiences of all humans”

(192). In a chapter on the approaches to interpret-

(192). As complex, interconnected forms of com-

ing folklore, Sims and Stephens cite several au-

munication, folkloric texts refer to “performances,

thors who highlight the connection between psy-

objects, and rituals…words, ideas, and behaviors”

chology and folklore. One such connection is made

(Sims and Stephens, 589, 601, online version). The

by Gary Alan Fine, who examines “beliefs, rituals

authors refer to the work of Bruno Bettelheim, the

and traditions to learn about personality” as well as

20th-century Freudian psychologist, who inves-

“national character” (193). While the Classic Maya

tigated fairytales (narrative lore) and other folk

were not a nation state, they did, for the purposes of

texts as symbolic metaphors for life events such as

this paper, possess common characteristics akin to

birth, puberty and sexual maturity and death. Cru-

something like a “national character” or shared cul-

cially, the authors discuss at length the research of

tural identity spanning a region. The Classic Maya

the renowned folklorist, Alan Dundes. Dundes ar-

represented a cluster of centralized societies en-

gued that psychoanalytic interpretation offers the

gaged in trade, warfare, and the exchange of ideas

most in-depth methods to go “beyond the mere
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collection of texts and or artifacts and descriptions

specifically, the Mayan Bat God, Camazutz, that

of context” (cited in Sims and Stephens, 193).

led to an aristocratic practice of ritual bloodletting.

Through his extensive fieldwork into the folklore

The next section of this paper will analyze this con-

of “Bloody Mary” and his combination of Freudian

nection between cosmological and social order in

analysis with his research on this project and other

both Freudian and Jungian terms.

folklore texts, Dundes was able to interpret folklore
on a much broader scale than had ever been done

Evidence of Ritual Bloodletting:

before. Dundes, writing at a time when the field of

The Popul Vuh and Material Culture

psychological anthropology was becoming estab-

According to the Popul Vuh, the Mayan

lished, deliberately married the concepts of Freud-

Book of Counsel4, and creation story of the Kiche

ian analysis with fieldwork. Dundes admits that “I

Maya, the Mayan Gods on their third attempt to

believe that most of folklore concerns fantasy, and

create a being that would worship them, took corn

because of that I am persuaded that techniques of

or maize meal and mixed it with their own blood

analyzing fantasy are relevant to folklore data” (cit-

to created humans (BBC Podcast, 2010). Blood

ed in Sims and Stephens,193). Dundes interpreted

was the substance by which a bond was created be-

the folklore data he collected by drawing on Freud-

tween humanity and the Gods. Miller and Taube

ian analysis, analyzing his texts as expressions of

in Gods and Symbols of Ancient Mexico and the

the subconscious. Building on this idea of folk

Maya (1993), write “Blood was understood in Me-

texts as the fantastical manifestation of the sub-

soamerica to mean kinship” (46). This “kinship”

conscious, the next section of this paper will show

placed a responsibility on Mayan Kings and their

that ritual bloodletting can be analyzed through this

elite class to maintain this bond between humanity

lens. However, I will also show that psychoanalyt-

and the Gods. For ancient people of Mesoamerica

ical and psychological interpretations are not ade-

including the Maya, the Gods were present in the

quate in themselves. We must also look to the ways

natural world around them, they were present in

in which power and hierarchy were woven into this

earth, in water and stone, in the stars, and, particu-

complex symbol of Classic Mayan culture. I will

larly, in staple crops such as maize and cocoa. This

demonstrate how bloodletting was also associated

belief, more widely known as animism, centered

with the need to maintain order in the Mayan cos-

around the concept that objects, places, animals

mology and by extension, in society. It was a cove-

and even plants held their own spirit. But it came at

nant between Mayan Gods and Mayan aristocracy,

a cost. For humanity to survive and prosper, these
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crops would have to be maintained through divine

sacrifice of their blood in the creation of humanity

aid. This aid was repaid through the payment of a

at the beginning of time.

blood debt. As the Gods had shed their blood to
create humanity, so humanity must confer its kin-

Figure 1

ship with the Gods and repay them through the rit-

Image from Bonampak of a Mayan

ual shedding of blood. This belief manifested not

Royal Family Performing Ritual Bloodletting

only in Maya mythology, but in other Mesoamerican cultures as well. Leonard and McClure inform
us of a quote from the Aztec creation mythology,
“And thus we mortals owe our life to penance, because for our sake the gods did penance” (2003,
20). The idea and practice of blood debt owed to
the Gods, embedded in ritual performance, was not
uncommon in ancient Mesoamerica.
Sims and Stephens suggest that “rituals
are stylized, highly contextualized, deeply symbolic activities that enable groups to acknowl-

As noted, Mayan Kings and Queens also

edge, exemplify, and/or act out certain traditional

performed ritual bloodletting to sustain their own

ideas, values and beliefs” (99). It was the Mayan

special place within society. In her paper “Mayan

aristocratic class who, for the most part, was re-

Ritual and Myth: Human Sacrifice in the Context

sponsible for upholding these values and beliefs.

of the Ballgame and the Relationship to the Pop-

In performing ritual bloodletting, they maintained

ul Vuh,” Jessica Zaccagnini (2003) supports this

the necessary harmony between the Gods and hu-

view when she quotes Demarest (1984: 228) who

manity as part of their responsibilities and sacred

states that “Classic Maya human sacrifice existed

pacts with the Gods, maintaining the cosmological

as a mode of legitimization and sanctification of

order. They did this through blood sacrifice and the

the elite’s political power.” In effect, the bloodlet-

practice of “auto-sacrifice” or drawing and offering

ting was a statement of political power as much as

blood from oneself. The Mayan ritual of bloodlet-

it was the upholding of sacred pacts between the

ting as performed by the Mayan elite, thus affirms

Gods and humanity. Incidentally, concerning au-

the Mayan cosmology and repays the Gods for the

to-sacrifice, much is known of the practice in the

Bridgewater State University
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Classic period, where auto-sacrifice was performed

Figure 2

by Kings and Queens. However, there is evidence

An Image of Camazutz as seen in the Maya

that in the Post-Classic period, at sites such as Ix-

Codex (Courtesy of the Yucatan Times)

imche in Guatemala, collective auto-sacrifice was
practiced in certain ceremonies. This is an interesting finding and given that Iximche was abandoned
on the arrival of the Spanish, it seems that more
research is required into the practice of bloodletting in the Post-Classic and even Post-Conquest
periods. But this is outside the scope of this paper.
Regarding the Mayan Bat God, Camazutz, in
his work, A Catalog of Mayan Hieroglyphs (1991),
Eric Thompson mentioned that the blood diet of the
vampire bat, Desmodus, is chiefly responsible for
the identification of the bat as a symbol of blood,
death and sacrifice. Bats are plentiful in the Mayan

Also, according to Charles Phillips (2017),

heartlands. In the Yucatan, they live in the Cenotes,

in The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Aztec and Maya,

the underground caverns believed to be entrances

jungle bats nested beneath the roots of the Ceiba

to Xibalba, the Mayan underworld. Bats that lived

tree, the Mayan tree of life. In Mayan mythology,

in these caves became associated with the under-

the Ceiba is a tree that connects the underworld

world. Because some species of bats were vampire

with the upper and middle worlds. Because the bat

bats and sucked blood, the substance that “glues

can move between all three levels of the tree, but

together the universe” maintaining Mayan cosmo-

primarily nests in the tree’s roots, bats were thought

logical order, bats were linked to death and sacri-

of as emissaries of Xibalba, heralding people to the

fice. Sarah Blaffer Hrdy (1972), in the Black-man

underworld.

of Zincantan, Central American Legend, supports

This association of bats with bloodletting

this view when she informs us that “the most con-

and death is also reflected in mythology, a subgenre

sistent attributes of the bat have to do with blood

of verbal narrative lore. This is important because

and sacrifice” (58).

it means that the story would be told and disseminated widely, connecting the formal and informal
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(folk) domains of culture. In essence, bloodletting

Houston, 166). Numerous pottery inscriptions, mu-

as symbol and practice was a pervasive attribute of

rals, reliefs and Stelae6 have been found through-

Classic Mayan cultural identity. In the Popul Vuh,

out the Mayan world, illustrating sacrifice, thus

the great Mayan hero twins, Hunahpu and Xbalan-

demonstrating via material culture, how both the

que, journey into the Mayan underworld, Xibalba,

elites (formal, authoritative culture) and the folk

to avenge their grandfather and do battle with the

(informal culture) reproduced these narratives.

lords of death. While in Xibalba, the hero twins

Often these images would depict royal

undergo several terrifying ordeals in what Phil-

Kings who would pierce their scrotum or any other

lips informs us was to the human spirit, “a place

sensitive part of their bodies such as tongues, feet

of fright” (222). The twins survive different trials

or arms, then bleed onto special paper which was

of the underworld, for example, in the houses of

then burnt in incense burners as an offering to the

cold, jaguars and fire. But it is in the house of bats,

Gods. According to Miller and Taube, in The Gods

where blood is finally shed, the ultimate trial. In

and Symbols of Ancient Mexico and The Maya: An

the house of bats, the hero twins take shelter for the

Illustrated Dictionary of Mesoamerican Religion,

night inside their blowpipes5. Hunahpu, mistakenly

(1993), captives of battle were “taken alive, their

looking for the arrival of morning, puts his head

blood shed later in temples and shrines to honor the

outside to see if it is yet dawn; Camazutz, the Bat

pact of blood debt with the Gods” (47). Both the

God, descends and decapitates him.

actions of the vampire bat, that sucks blood, and

The discovery of archaeological remains

furthermore, the natural action of fruit bats, that

throughout the Mayan region support the claim

snatch fruit from trees at night, indicate the bat’s

that for the Mayan aristocracy, it was a duty to shed

association with sacrifice and the payment of the

blood for the Gods. Coe and Houston, in their work

blood debt. This is further supported by Miller and

The Maya (242), argue that it was the duty of roy-

Taub’s view on bats. They suggest that “the natu-

alty, particularly Kings and Queens, to keep the

ral trait of bats snatching fruit from trees may have

Gods satisfied with blood through auto-sacrifice.

contributed to the widespread identification of bats

Camozutz, the Bat God, was a manifestation of this

with decapitation” (44). Decapitation, along with

bloodletting function and a link between royalty

auto-sacrifice and heart extraction, were the major

and divinity. For example, “at Palanke, dozens of

methods of sacrifice for the Maya7 (BBC Podcast

incense burners have been found in the tombs of

2010). Miller and Taub further develop this link by

royal Kings with traces of blood in them” (Coe and

informing us that “in Classic Maya vessel scenes,

Bridgewater State University
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bats are commonly rendered with death markings,

unconscious and her own “clinical application” or

such as extruded eyeballs and crossed bones” (44).

psychological analysis of four different patients in

The link, therefore, between bats or their divine

the article, provide a template by which the ritual

manifestation, Camazutz, blood, and the blood debt

practice of bloodletting can be explored8. In creat-

owed by Kings to their Gods, is overwhelming.

ing a framework for analysis of the pervasiveness

What is important next to understand is the role of

of Mayan archetypes in the dreams of her patients,

the Bat God and ritual bloodletting through both a

Rubenstein offers an opportunity for other research-

Freudian and Jungian analysis: Jungian theory of-

ers to reflect on the presence of Mayan archetypes

fers us an interesting comparative and potentially

in alternative settings of Mayan life, including the

complementary perspective to Freud.

psychoanalytical analysis of bloodletting.
From a Jungian perspective, the practice of

Ritual Bloodletting: Jung and Freud

bloodletting was a requirement which the Mayan

In her article, “Pre-Hispanic Perspectives

Kings and Queens had to perform to fulfill the ar-

from the Modern Mexican Psyche; Contempo-

chetype of divine ruler and intermediary between

rary Subjects and Ancient Objects. A Mayan Text

the Gods and humanity. This duty manifested in the

of Evolution: The Stages of Creation in the Pop-

form of having to perform auto-sacrifice on a regu-

ul VOHC or Sacred Book of the Mayans,” Julietta

lar basis and to partake in and perform rituals at dif-

Rubenstein (2000) asserts that people living with-

ferent times of the year. The pressure for rulers was

in a certain culture may be affected by the arche-

one of keeping the world in balance through sacri-

typical images and values of their surroundings.

fice and the repayment of the blood debt. I suggest

This analysis highlights a belief in a pre-existing,

that through the decapitation of prisoners taken in

psychic process active in humanity before humans

war, particularly highly valued prisoners such as

are aware of their own psychic existence. “Among

princes and other aristocrats, the Kings were mir-

these ancient peoples, there is a notion that im-

roring the decapitation of the hero twin Hunaphu

plicit knowledge predates explicit consciousness”

in the underworld, thus appeasing the lords of Xi-

(Rubenstein, 332). Rubenstein further informs us

balba. In performing both the ritual auto-sacrifice

that “the creative Gods of the Popul Vuh must be

(re-creating the creation of humans and the cos-

seen as parts of the personality within the collec-

mology), Mayan rulers underwent quite a painful

tive unconscious” (332). Rubenstein’s efforts in

process in order that their people would survive.

employing the Jungian notion of the collective

Moreover, in carrying out warfare for the capture

92 • The Graduate Review • 2020
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of royal prisoners from other cities for sacrifice, the

Figure 3

Mayan Kings were conforming to the pressure for

Lady Xoc Pulling a Studded Rope

what can only be defined as a specific Mayan re-

Through Her Tongue (Wikipedia)

gal archetype of the King as protector and as link
to the Gods, who, through performing his religious
bloodletting duties and through success in warfare,
would ensure the favor of the Gods. In doing so,
his people would not just survive but thrive. I will
have more to say on archetypes later in the paper,
when I explore the Lady Xoc Stelae from a Jungian
perspective. For now, I will move on to a Freudian
analysis of ritual bloodletting.
In Freudian terms, the method of the bloodletting is interesting to interpret. The penetration

Understanding Lady Xoc

of body parts with objects, that Freudians would

through Freudian Analysis

call phallic, is significant. As mentioned earlier, the

Freudian theory can be applied to the prac-

Mayan Queens were said to pull a rope with thorns

tice of bloodletting by holding up an artifact to scru-

through their tongues, while Mayan Kings had the

tiny and exploring it from a Freudian viewpoint. A

unenviable task of piercing their scrotums with

prime example is the image of Lady Xoc, Queen of

sting ray spines to bleed onto sacred paper that was

Yaxchilan, and wife of the city’s King. It should be

later burned in incense burners. It should be noted

noted here, that this is but one example in a series

that both actions of Kings and Queens are the type

of examples of iconographic depictions of Classic

of act that is nearly impossible to stop once start-

and Post-Classic Mayan ritual bloodletting. Further

ed. The rope with thorns attached could not easily

examples are listed in notes at the end of article but

be pulled back once inserted into the tongue as the

are beyond the scope of this paper.9 As stated ear-

thorns only ran in one direction, while the sting ray

lier, the Lady Xoc depiction is unusual in that she

spine needles worked similarly: once inserted, they

is a rare example of Mayan female bloodletting.

were excruciating to retrieve; indeed, the entire

Therefore, a focus on Lady Xoc reflects cultural

process was less painful if the sting ray spine nee-

anthropology’s feminist, ethnographic life-his-

dles was pushed all the way through the scrotum.

tory/personal narrative approach that highlights

Bridgewater State University
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the lives of women as gateways to the analysis of

and Underappreciated Component of Well-Being”:

women’s roles, social status and hierarchy (D. Fox,

The performer of the ritual, through their

pers. comm., May 5, 2020).

sacrifice, is able to communicate with un-

In the image on the previous page, Lady

seen aspects of the world, including Gods

Xoc is depicted before her King, Itzamnaaj Balam

and ancestors (understood as ultimately part

II (Mcleod, 2019, 34), pulling a rope studded with

of the same force or process, represented by

maguey thorns through her tongue to invoke a vi-

ch’ul), enabling a unique understanding for

sion of the Gods in what was called a blood serpent

the individual and source of power for the

ritual. What is not seen in this image is that she is

individual and community alike. (34)

kneeling before the King, her husband. According

The community, which requires this source

to the ancient Maya, blood was thought to contain

of power for its continuity, thus depends on the

the very essence of life or ch’ul. A recent BBC Pod-

ruler/shaman and also in this case, his wife, for its

cast, “A History of the World in 100 Objects: In-

own survival. One could argue, based on the in-

side the Palace: Secrets of Court (700-950 AD),”

terpretation in the BBC podcast, that it was the

on the use of auto-sacrifice in Mayan culture, states

shedding of her royal ch’ul that contributes to the

that the act of pulling the rope through the tongue

King’s success, thus reenforcing the notion that be-

was intended to send the Queen into a visionary

hind the success of powerful men lies an influential

trance—and given the pain invoked by the ritual,

and, in this case, a potentially supplicating wom-

hallucinatory visions were highly likely (BBC,

an.10 Her supplication, in fact, can embody simulta-

2010). The BBC podcast suggests that it was Lady

neously an act of power and recognition of her hus-

Xoc’s pain that summoned the Gods and made pos-

band’s power. While this interpretation does offer

sible the King’s success, underscoring “the ubiqui-

insight into Lady Xoc, the BBC Podcast does not

tous feminist assertion that wives are often behind

consider the painful nature of Mayan Kings’ acts

the success of powerful men, and this reflects both

of auto-sacrifice, which required them to penetrate

their influence on men within patriarchal societies

their own scrotums and other sensitive body parts

and the status some women could gain by virtue

such as the penis, feet and arms, with phallic nee-

of marriage, ideology, and political power, with-

dle-like objects such as sting ray spines. Indeed, it

in their own right” (D. Fox, pers. comm., January

is doubtful that the King’s act was any less painful.

27, 2020). As Alexus McLeod notes in her article,

Instead, these acts of self-sacrifice represent what

“Sacrifice: A Maya Conception of a Misunderstood

sociologists and anthropologists refer to as “costly
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ritual behaviors,” underscoring “the ritual perform-

at ensuring agricultural success as a necessary fea-

er’s commitment to the community and willingness

ture of the reproduction of the cosmos. Evidence

to undergo severe pain on behalf of the communi-

suggests that Shield Jaguar King, Ballam II, chose

ty” (Mcleod, 34). Because each royal occupied a

an heir to his throne from his second wife Lady

distinct position within the Classic Mayan power

Evening Star (Dunn and Mitchell), so perhaps in

structure, adopting a gender lens could add insight

the act of bloodletting, Lady Xoc is performing the

into the overlapping and distinct outcomes and mo-

role of mother to her people, a possibility that I will

tivations behind these acts for Lady Xoc and her

address later in the article.

husband. It is possible that these royal bloodletting

In a recent interview with Curtiss Hoffmann

acts indicate a duality that speaks to the power of

(December 12, 2019), he noted that from a Freud-

the Queen’s position within the aristocracy and her

ian perspective, the penetration of bodily flesh with

capacity for influence. Mcleod supports the dual

a rope studded with phallic-shaped maguey thorns

nature of this approach and underscores its mean-

is notable. For Freud, unconscious desires and feel-

ing: “While women, such as Lady Xoc, pierced

ings manifest themselves in dreams through, what

their tongues in the ceremony, the piercing point

he argued were universally recognizable and inter-

for males was the penis. Many scholars note the

pretable symbols. Dream objects may form catego-

possible symbolism of creative potency captured

ries, such that different, but perhaps similar objects,

by this.” (34). This idea of a procreative power is

may mean the same thing in terms of latent content.

supported by Joyce and Meskell (2003), who argue

One classic example of a semantic category of this

for “the connection between penis and mouth [the

kind is the phallic symbol; essentially anything cy-

mouth symbolizing the vagina] as procreative in

lindrical, or an item that is longer than it is wide is

symbolism” (124). David Joralemon also informs

often interpreted to denote a phallus, and in turn,

us that “there was a strong association of sexual

“power,” also conflated with masculinity (D. Fox,

self-sacrifice with rituals of agricultural fertility

pers. comm., April 2, 2020). Just as blood is the glue

during the Classic period” (1974, 65). Based on this

of the cosmos, we can also theorize that through the

evidence, it can be argued that given the dual nature

penetration of both the King’s and Queen’s flesh

of the suffering of both royals due to the penetra-

with phallic objects yielding blood, both a divine

tion of sexual organs, and symbolic sexual organs

and socio-political union is created between them-

in order to shed blood for the Gods, then it is likely

selves and their royal power. Blood is the precious

that much of this dual royal bloodletting was aimed

outcome of that union, which is then offered up to
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the Gods as payment of the blood debt. Thinking

a Jungian perspective, we must delve deeper into

about this in Freudian terms through the lens of the

the concept of Jungian archetypes. Jung theorized

tripartite personality (Superego, Ego and Id), fear

that everyone’s personality contained four ma-

of the destruction of the cosmological order can be

jor archetypes. These archetypes have since been

regarded as the expression of Id; that is, the specific

broken into twelve types and even deconstructed

order of the divinely created cosmos could come

further into an incredible three hundred and twen-

apart at any time, especially at the displeasure of

ty-five archetypes! Essentially, the archetypes are

the Gods. The Superego, the part of the personal-

ancient/primordial patterns of behavior that come

ity that plays the moral and critical role derived

from our personality’s unconscious and influence

from social norms, comes under royal responsi-

the way we think and act. The first four of what

bility for maintaining order. It is the expression

eventually became a much larger list of archetypes

of toj—straightness, the upright life, the bearing of

were identified by Jung as the Animus, the true

their royal duties—allowing the Ego its expression

self; the Shadow, the dark side of human nature; the

through the blood-letting ritual, synthesized with

Persona, the social mask or face we present to the

the moral force of the Superego. Thus, the Mayan

public; and finally, the Self, the unified conscious

personality, at both the microcosmic level of the in-

and unconscious (Jung 2003). If we consider the

dividual Ego and the macrocosmic level of society,

bloodletting of Lady Xoc as an attempt to unify a)

is rendered whole; its parts united through the act

the conscious world; with b) her world and respon-

of bloodletting. For Lady Xoc, her role kneeling

sibilities; and c) the unconscious, the realm of the

at her husband’s feet is simultaneously submissive

Gods, then blood is the vehicle by which this tripar-

and supportive through the prism of kinship and

tite communion takes place.

class, reinforcing her privileged place as an elite

When considering the collective uncon-

within Mayan aristocracy. It is also empowering

scious, we are not talking about a personal uncon-

through the symbolic, dualistic procreative role she

scious, but what Jung first described in his 1916

plays with her husband the King, underscoring the

essay, The Structure of the Unconscious, as the

contradictory nature of this Classic Mayan Queen’s

encompassing “soul of humanity.” According to

identity.

Jung, the collective unconscious was populated
Ritual Bloodletting through

by instincts and a series of archetypes. The arche-

a Jungian Perspective

types can be viewed as a collection of universal

If we examine the image of Lady Xoc from
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Sage, Ruler and Great Mother. Through her blood-

where mythological folklore and religious practice

letting, Lady Xoc is fulfilling her conscious duty

of the Mayan aristocracy meet.

as Queen, and, in doing so, appeasing the forces

Jung first hypothesized the idea of a uni-

of darkness and uncertainty, death and destruction,

versal collective unconscious that is found in myth

or what could also be called the dark archetype or

world-wide. However, Joseph Campbell and Bill

Shadow. Through this appeasement, she is also af-

Moyers in their work, The Power of Myth, 1991,

firming her connection with the benevolent Ruler

developed these themes further through identi-

archetype and even the Great Mother archetype in

fication of the “transcendent culture” of myth. In

being willing to shed her own blood for the benefit

a process they would later call living mythology,

of her King and her people, and, again, sustaining

Campbell and Moyers explored the psychological

the class power structure, an elite woman’s sacri-

function of myth, when they argued that “myth and

fice to her husband and thereby the Gods, which

stories don’t just play a role in the society, they

reverberates through the social structure into the

mirror what happens in everyday life” ( as quoted

lore of the everyday people. The Ruler archetype

in interview with Michael Zimmerman, March 9,

is linked with control and the preservation of struc-

2020). Here, I wish to remind readers of my earlier

ture and order. The act of bloodletting from Lady

discussion of Rubenstein’s work, in which she of-

Xoc is an effort to bring order to the dark side of

fered therapy sessions to modern Mayan patients,

the unconscious, or put another way, an attempt to

harnessing ancient Mayan archetypes that surfaced

order the forces that were beyond the control of

in their dreams. This idea reinforces the signifi-

the Maya, i.e., the Gods. In Mayan mythology, the

cance and overlap between her analysis and what

Popul Vuh tells us that the Gods wiped out their

Campbell and Moyers have outlined as the four

first and second attempts at creating humans. In the

functions of mythology: the sociological, cosmo-

Mayan world, where plague, disease, drought and

logical, transcendental, and psychological (38-39).

warfare wreaked havoc on societies, bloodletting

While I have already explained the psychological

by a divine ruler was a powerful act which attempt-

function of the act of Lady Xoc’s bloodletting in

ed to present some semblance of order on their cha-

depth, the wider function of Mayan bloodletting on

otic universe, to preserve the precipitous nature of

a societal level also fulfills each of the other func-

humanity’s place on Earth and placate the Gods,

tions of myth as outlined by Campbell and Moyers

who if not satisfied, would bring death and destruc-

under these parameters. It fulfills the sociological

tion as they had done before. This is the juncture

function in that, what she is doing, is a ritual of di-
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vine right. As Queen, only she has the right and the

on behalf of her people. Indeed, because the Gods

obligation to pull the rope through her tongue, and,

shed blood to create humans, her investiture is a

in doing so, has the right to become an interme-

sacred duty that exists at the intersection of social

diary between her people and the Gods. As I also

construct (rules that govern Mayan society), multi-

demonstrated in my earlier discussion, her kinship

ple levels of social hierarchy (royalty and common-

role with her husband, uniting two families, also

ers, male Kingship and female Queenship) and the

reflects this sociological role, fulfilled in her au-

capacity of individuals to act on their own behalf.

to-sacrifice. The act also satisfies the cosmological

To what extent both commoners and elite royal

function of myth: royal blood that is shed in the act

figures subsumed within the Mayan social hierar-

of auto-sacrifice to preserve the covenant with the

chy through personal choice is something difficult

Gods and keep the cosmos in balance. Finally, her

to discern through archaeological data. However,

self-sacrifice fulfills the transcendent function of

anthropologists have noted that mythology derives

myth outlined by Campbell and Moyers, in that the

some of its power in hierarchical societies from

bloodletting is a connection to the unknown and the

its association with the ruling elite. Mythology is

unknowable, a connection with the Gods.

highly conservative and compelling in sustaining

In summary, the stelae of Lady Xoc, and, of

hierarchical order, since its expression in ritual be-

course, many other depictions of Mayan bloodlet-

havior is what sustains the cosmological and hence

ting, are much more than a gruesome image: they

social order. As the French structuralist anthropolo-

are a lens through which we can explore Mayan be-

gist, Levi-Strauss, argued in “The Structural Study

liefs and their connection to societal organization

of Myth” (1955), mythology lays out cosmological

in the Mayan world. They are also a lens that mag-

rules through which a significant number of cul-

nifies the connection between formal and informal

tures regulate marriages and kinship ties.

spheres of culture, authoritative roles reinforcing a

The threat of not participating in bloodlet-

worldview through the infiltration of formal ritual

ting is so significant that it reduces the likelihood

culture into the lore of the everyday folk. They pro-

of personal choice or agency. As ruler, Lady Xoc

vide a view on the importance of religion, blood,

is both responsible for and entitled to perform a rit-

sacrifice- the hierarchy of the aristocracy- and the

ual that has the potential to bring about prosperity

fragility with which the Mayans considered their

for her people: bountiful crops, success in war and

world. Lady Xoc is depicted as a Queen. Only she

good health, all connected to her own suffering.

has a divine right or investiture to perform this act

These, in turn, provide for her and her elite class
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more tribute, more trade, more wealth, and ulti-

Using rum as an offering, Juan often stopped during

mately, more power. In every sense, her act is an

the ritual to raise the bottle of rum to the lips of

attempt to control the world and, in turn, her people

the statues and lit candles in honor of the Christian

and her own privileged place among the ruling elite

saints behind whose facades older Mayan Gods re-

in society.

side. The concept of reciprocity between humans
and the divine may have transformed, but a version

Bloodletting Today in Guatemala

of the Mayan tradition remains, indicative of the

Obviously, much has changed since the days

nature of folklore.

of the Classic Maya. The high temples and cities

Given the tumultuous Colonial and Post-Co-

have been swallowed by the jungle, and only in the

lonial history through which the Mayan people

last century and a half, and particularly with the ap-

have survived, and although human blood sacrifice

plication of LIDAR technology, have they begun to

is a ritual of the past, belief in the existence of a

offer up their secrets. Mayan Kings and Queens no

Mayan cosmological order, created and sustained

longer exist and the concept of ruler as Shaman has

by the Gods, still offers a sense of continuity and

died out since the Maya abandoned their cities at

order, a significant comfort, in exchange, not for

the end of the Classic period. The Spanish conquest

blood, for, instead, a regular sip of rum. According

and subsequent colonization have done much to

to Dolores Ratzan, rum is an expression of grati-

eradicate a culture that once stretched from ocean

tude, a thank you, to the spirits of the Mayan de-

to ocean in Central America. However, today in

ities. For them, it is the equivalent of a soft drink,

the highlands of Guatemala, around Lake Attilan,

something so regular that it reduced the danger of

faint echoes of a once glorious past and deep-root-

practicing their indigenous religion. Since the prac-

ed religious practices remain. In a recent field work

tice of bloodletting was outlawed with the arrival

visit to the town of Santiago on the shores of Lake

of the Spanish and the violent enforcement of Ca-

Attilan, I had the pleasure of interviewing Mayan

tholicism, Mayan practices became, by necessity of

elder and translator Dolores Ratzan. I also met

survival, hidden. Given the traumatic history of the

and performed a healing ritual with local Shaman,

Maya in this region from colonization’s impover-

Juan Chiyal. Though the rituals practiced now are

ishment of Mayan peoples, in part through the re-

a blending of Catholicism and ancient Mayan be-

organization of labor into a hacienda system, and a

liefs, behind this synchronicity lies a belief in the

36 years-long bloody civil war11, it becomes obvi-

appeasement and placating of the old Mayan Gods.

ous that the practice of Mayan indigenous religion
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demanded adaptation when it came to sacrifice.
Rum is an available and valuable everyday offering
to the deities of the Maya.

be used in times of critical importance.
Also, in a ritual reminiscent of the great
community-focused royal blood-letting rituals of
the past, Dolores informed me that if a new house

Figure 4

is being built, a Shaman will, at the bequest of the

Juan Chiyul At Work as Intermediary

owners, seek permission from the Gods for the new

Between Gods and Humanity in Santiago

building by sacrificing a chicken at the center of

(Photograph by Author)

the house and scattering its blood in the four cardinal directions of north, south, east, and west. The
center of the house represents the umbilical center
of the universe and thus, the making of the world
anew. It seems that blood for the modern-day Maya
is still the substance by which the bond between
the Gods and humanity is established. It is still the
means of connection between the Gods and the
Mayan people, and the substance by which to seek
their protection.
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The ballgame also known as pitz was part of social, religious and political life both in the Mayan world and throughout Mesoamerica.
Played with a heavy rubber ball, participants would attempt to bounce the ball without using their hands through stone hoops attached
to the sides of the ball court. Losers also were victims of sacrifice. The ball court was a focal point of Maya cities and symbolized a
city’s wealth and power.

1

	Folklorists herald from a number of fields including literature, sociology, psychology and anthropology.

2

	
Informal culture is learned through folk groups who pass on their material, verbal, customary and ritual lore through observation,
performance and everyday participation of other folk group members.

3

4

“The Popol Vuh” is a sacred Maya text which narrates the Maya creation myths and describes the early Maya dynasties. Most of the
Maya books were destroyed by zealous priests during the Colonial Era; the “Popol Vuh” survived by chance and the original is currently
housed at the Newberry Library in Chicago” (https://www.thoughtco.com/the-popol-vuh-the-maya-bible-2136319 accessed April 2,
2020).

5

In many Native American cultures, pipe smoke is symbolically equivalent to breath and air, which sustains life.

6

Prismatic stone slabs denoting the reigns or ritual passages of the ruling elite. (Miller and Taube, 137)

7

They also practiced drowning in the Yucatan (BBC Podcast 2010; Reddish, 1996).
	
In her research, Rubenstein investigated how four modern Mexicans of Mayan heritage were affected by the archetypal images and
values of their surroundings. The images had a clinical application in dealing with the different mental health issues of each participant
(331-341).

8

	
Other examples of Mayan ritual bloodletting include the Lintels at Yaxchillan and the decapitated ballplayer relief from Veracruz.
(Miller and Taube, 47). Also for a comprehensive list of examples, see the Codex Telleriano-Renensis, the Codex Magliabecchiano and
the Codex Zouche-Nutall, (M. Zimmerman, pers. comm., May 11, 2020).

9

10

A continuation of this analysis, again beyond the scope of this paper, would be to ask why Lady Xoc would supplicate herself and
submit to such a painful ritual? What benefit or influence might it procure for her or others?

11

The Guatemalan Civil War lasted 36 years from November 13, 1960-December 29, 1996, costing 200,000 lives and at least 40,000
disappearances. It cast a reign of terror over Guatemalans and has been characterized as a genocide.
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